
People’s experiences 
Conduct open-ended interviews to understand 
people’s experiences. Have them show-and-tell 
you about their experience. Let them lead. They 
are the experts in their experience. 

Tools & artifacts 
What do people use within the context of their 
experience? What works? What doesn’t? Try the 
tools or things for yourself.  

Place & spaces 
Where do things happen? Go there to see them 
for yourself. How are they arranged? How do 
things flow through the space? What is the 
space like? What works, what doesn’t? 

Process & policies 
Find documentation of how things are supposed 
to work. Find policies and rules that are 
supposed to govern behavior. What is followed? 
What isn’t?  

Conventions & orthodoxies 
Some things aren’t written down, but people or 
the industry follows them anyway. What are the 
unwritten rules that determine how things are 
in this context? Perhaps you can disrupt one or 
more of these that hold back real progress. 

The broader system 
Diagram your context as a system - elements, 
interactions, feedback and balancing controls. 
See your context as a subsystem of a larger 
system.  

Stats/figures/data 
Is there quantitative data about your idea and 
its context?  What figures or graphs could help 
describe the current situation?  

Research studies & articles 
Who has already looked at some aspect of your 
project’s context and what was learned? How 
are people talking about the space? What are 
the different schools of thought? 

Resources & their flows 
What time, money and other resources are used 
in the context? What is used efficiently? What is 
wasted? Are there budgets for the resources? 
How does value flow through the context? 

Inspiring examples 
What have you seen in the world that inspires 
you with how they achieved the solution? What 
did they specifically do that your project can 
benefit or gain insight from? 

Metaphorical imagery 
Maybe you can’t put it into words yet. What 
could your solution be like? How does the world 
feel if you are successful? Collect images and 
post them for inspiration for the team.  

A quick reference list for researching your idea’s context
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